Contact information: Kathrine G. Bjerregaard, Halfdansgade 1, DK-2300 Copenhagen. kgbjerregaard@icloud.com

Passionate Explorer and Experienced Historical Guid
As a dedicated Historical Guide, I’ve had the good fortune of transforming my passion for travel
and working with people into a successful career. I’m also incredibly privileged to have guided
clients from all over the world on tours both locally in Copenhagen and abroad.
I grew up in Luxembourg and Los Angeles with my Danish family. I attended international schools,
giving me a wide horizon and a good cultural understanding. Now living in Copenhagen with my
family, I have a keen eye on the local scene and an acute understanding of Danish culture,
mentality, and history seen from the inside - and outside. I can translate ‘hygge’ and ‘vores by’, so
you get it and each tour is as individual as the person or group it is created for
My mission is to show a different side of the world to my clients and to help them gain a better and
deeper understanding of the sites and destinations we visit.

Relevant work experience
Kattegat (own company). 2014 Independent travel designer, -manager and -guide. My company has close alliances with Martin
Randall Travels, Culture Travel Agency, Kensington Travels, Balder Experience, Cox & Kings,
Historic Talks and ATD.
Context Travel & Conversations. 2018
Expert Guide in Copenhagen. 2018 -, Due to Covid and international travel restrictions I have also
given interactive seminars as a Context scholar since April 2020.
Culture Travels. 2013
Travel designer, content and tour manager with focus on Scandinavian and European history.
Destinations include Western Canada, Italy, Sweden, Island and Denmark
Balder Experiences. 2012-2014, 2017
Head guide and tour developer in Copenhagen and surrounding area
Scribo. 2015-2017
Personal assistant to the former chairman of the trust The New Carlsberg Foundation
University of Copenhagen. 2008-2016
Guest lecturer at The Saxo Institute
The Royal Danish Collections, Rosenborg Palace. 2010-2013
Education of cer and resident guide to VIP guests
The Danish Agency of Culture and Palaces. 2008-2010
Text writer and exhibition coordinator
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Charity work: Danish Red Cross, volunteer guide and grief counselor since 2014
Formel Education: Masters degree in History, 2008, MA Bachelor degree in Philosophy, 2004, BA
University of Copenhagen
Languages: Fluent in English, Danish, and Swedish
On a personal note, I enjoy sailing kayak when I am not reading novels or writing my own book
about Gotlands Danish history and Swedish present. When traveling, I enjoy unpaved roads by day,
ne dining, and fresh sheets at night - Adventure by day, security, and luxury at night. I am a t and
healthy mother of two children ages 11 and 15. We enjoy living in Copenhagen by the waterfront, in
an area named Islands Brygge, Denmark.
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The National Museum of Denmark. 2005-200
Assistant curator, The National Modern Collections

